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Summary:
One of the things that I look forward to on my visits to Khon Kaen, Thailand is eating.
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Article Body:
On my current vacation in Khon Kaen, Thailand, I had the opportunity to visit one of my favori

I wanted to take my girlfriend’s mother out to dinner and was told lunch would be a better ide
My lady asked me where I wanted to take her mom for lunch and the choice was simple.

Having b

This is a small restaurant just outside the city limits and right on the bank of a river.

It

There is usually a cool breeze running through this outdoor restaurant and today was no except
Fortunately for me, the menu is in Thai and English.

This is unusual for the area and especia

After poring over the menu, decisions by all were made.

We placed out order to the very atten

Within 5 minutes or so, the parade of food started to arrive.
Soon, my fried shrimp and onion rings and spring rolls arrived.

Boiled eggs, spicy papaya salad

I had already started with th

Picking from eight different plates and complimenting them with the rice on my plate, the food
Conversation and drinks continued to flow and we ate and ate and ate.

The pace was slow, the

Continuing to eat, it was time to order another beer from one of the girls hovering near our t
After dinner goodies were available, but none of us could eat another morsel.

From veggies to

A final bottle of water was ordered to wash it all down and some more relaxing conversation co

It was time to head back to the hotel so I called for the bill and since I had been here befor
One of the many reasons I love Thailand.
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